We describe a new design for programs using the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) protocol, which we have implemented in a DICOM image storage server and a radiation treatment plan transfer facility for our locally developed radiation treatment planning system, Prism. This design is declarative, representing DICOM as a language for describing messages and sequencing of messages. The coding involved implementing an interpreter for this language. The DICOM protocol specifies messages, message formats, and sequencing. In our design, the specification translates almost directly into computer-readable declarative expressions that closely resemble the relevant tabulated DICOM specifications. The resulting programs are small, simple, and extensible, because most of the details of the DICOM protocol are not coded in the procedural control statements but are in the expressions and state table that the interpreter uses to perform all its functions. This approach provides a way to validate the consistency of a specification and the correctness of the implementation. The same method can be generalized to other such protocols. It may also be used to assist the design of new protocols.
Introduction
We describe a new design for programs using Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM), 1 a network protocol for communication between computer systems that produce, store, display, and print medical images [1, 2] . DICOM was developed to relieve software authors of the burden of writing specialized programs to decode proprietary file formats used by manufacturers of imaging equipment. It was also intended to facilitate peer to peer communication between radiological imaging systems and application systems over a local or wide area network, without the need to handle intermediate media storage such as tapes or diskettes. Several implementations of DICOM exist, including demonstration and experimental software from university groups, the most notable being a software package developed at Mallincrodt Institute of Radiology known as CTN (for Central Test Node) [3] , vendor implementations for their products (i.e., bundled with Computed Tomography, or CT, scanners and other imaging systems), and proprietary libraries for building DICOM applications, such as the Merge Technologies DICOM software libraries [4] .
We were motivated to produce a new DICOM implementation because we needed one that would directly interface with our locally developed radiation treatment planning (RTP) system, Prism [5] . Prism has its own image storage and indexing system, and in order to use existing DICOM software, we would have to make major modifications either to Prism (e.g., to read DI-COM files) or to the DICOM software (e.g., to write Prism files). We hypothesized that a more direct translation of the DICOM specification into an interpretable declarative language would validate the DICOM specification itself in a new way, establish much higher confidence that we had implemented the specification correctly, and enable us to insure interoperability with www.elsevier.com/locate/yjbin Journal of Biomedical Informatics 36 (2003) [159] [160] [161] [162] [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] [169] [170] [171] [172] [173] [174] [175] [176] other conforming implementations. We further believe that software design experiments are important research projects that can help illuminate issues and deepen understanding of the problems that such software addresses.
In this report we will refer to page numbers, tables, and diagrams in the 2003 DICOM standard [1] . All the current DICOM documents are available via the World Wide Web.
DICOM includes a scheme for establishing a communication link between systems so that agreement is reached on byte order, data types, and operations to be
The kinds of data that DICOM supports, and their representation in message packets, is specified in the form of a data dictionary, based on a hierarchical model of the data elements. This model is not intended to dictate how an application stores data, but only to specify the relations between data items for the purpose of sending meaningful and consistent data. The DICOM Information Model, diagrammed in figure 7-2 in Part 3 of the standard, illustrates that a DICOM object to be transmitted may consist of many other DICOM objects as component parts. Part 3 of the standard describes what data are included in each information object. For example, Annex C of Part 3, Table C.7-2 lists the attributes of a study. A study in turn may include one or more series, described in table C.7-4, and a series may contain some number of CT images, where each image has attributes described in tables C.7-7 and C.8-3. The attributes are each assigned an identifier tag, which references a data dictionary (Part 6 of the standard). The data dictionary specifies what type of datum each element is and how it is encoded.
Each data element that can be part of a DICOM message has a unique tag, consisting of a group number and an element number, each a 16 bit unsigned integer. These data elements are also associated with a data type or value representation (VR), such as ''Application Entity'' (a 16 character string), ''Date,'' ''Decimal String,'' ''Floating Point Single,'' ''Floating Point Double,'' ''Integer String,'' ''Person Name,'' and ''Sequence of Items.'' The details of each of these types are tabulated in Part 5. The data dictionary in Part 6 then lists the tag (in Hexadecimal numbers), data type, and other details for each of the known data elements. An example is ''Image Position (Patient),'' whose tag is (0020,0032), VR is ''Decimal String'' (DS), and there are three such values present (for x, y, and z).
The DICOM specification is not very formal. It does not use Backus-Naur Form (BNF) notation [6, 7] to describe the protocol, nor is there an XML (eXtended Markup Language) version of the specification (note here that we mean the use of XML to formally specify the syntax, contents, and sequencing of messages, not the text of the current documents). The specification is a narrative together with a series of diagrams describing 2 
ASCII stands for American Standard Code for Information
Interchange, and is a standard encoding of Latin characters to bytes. byte by byte the syntax and contents of messages. The state machine and data dictionary are also described by text and tables. The DICOM specification does include a kind of Entity-Relationship diagram model, which defines the relationships (containment and multiplicity) among the data, but the model provides no information to guide the parsing of messages.
Despite the fact that the standard refers to a state table, includes a data dictionary, and talks about messages and sequences of messages, most DICOM implementations translate all this into procedural code, with the details of the message content and handling of different kinds of conditions represented by formatting operations and conditional expressions in the code. In the CTN implementation [3] , for example, the structure of each kind of message is coded in a closed subroutine in the DUL library, along with struct declarations in the C programming language for parts of the message. Thus a message exchange consists of a series of explicit subroutine calls. Fig. 2 illustrates this with an excerpt from the CTN code. The parseAssociate subroutine decodes the contents of an A-ASSOCIATE message. It in turn calls a series of other subroutines (parseSubItem, parsePresentationContext, parseUserInfo) which contain explicit code for each of these component parts (parseSubItem is used to parse application contexts). The sequence of message exchanges is similarly explicitly coded in other parts of the CTN DUL implementation. This procedural/imperative design style is commonly practiced and should not be surprising. Commercial software such as the Merge libraries [4] is similarly designed. However, our experience with the design of the Prism system itself [8] suggested that a more declarative approach could provide advantages, including ease of implementation, extensibility, and ease of maintenance.
The DICOM standard describes many kinds of data and functions that a DICOM conformant program might support. Not all are required to be present. The standard also includes in Part 2 a specification for the format of a Conformance Statement. The purpose of the Conformance Statement is to provide a detailed description of exactly which elements of the standard an application claims to be able to perform. This includes which kinds of data objects will be handled, and what operations can be performed on them. By examining a properly written Conformance Statement for each of two DICOM implementations it should be possible to determine whether and under what conditions the two programs can communicate with each other.
Before writing code or considering detailed designs, we first wrote a Conformance Statement, in the format specified by Part 2 of the DICOM standard. The Conformance Statement was completed as a part of our process of learning the DICOM standard and was published as a technical report [9] . Later, when we decided to add more functions to the system, we first revised the Conformance Statement [10] , then added to the implementation.
We implemented our design initially in a DICOM image storage server for Prism. The image server began routine production use in December 1999. After gaining some experience with the server, we implemented a DICOM client that uses the DICOM-RT extensions for transferring radiation treatment plan data between the Prism radiation therapy planning system and the computer-controlled radiotherapy machines at the University of Washington. Finally, we added the capability for the server to receive and store DICOM-RT structure sets in the Prism system. A structure set represents an organ, tumor, or other volume as a collection of planar contours, usually derived from a set of images.
The remainder of this report describes in detail our language based design, how we further modularized the system, our experience with implementation, and a discussion of what was learned from this new approach. We conclude with some recommendations about future design and evolution of network protocols and software design for medical applications. 
The DICOM core
The entire DICOM implementation is written in the Common Lisp programming language [11] , as is the Prism [5] system for which it was designed. Although this DICOM implementation was motivated by the need for a facility for Prism, the core code is completely independent of the Prism system, as is almost all the client and server-specific support code. We chose Common Lisp because it is especially well suited to implement higher level languages, thanks to symbols and lists as first class data types, and the availability of a very powerful macro facility. With the macro facility we could write code that transforms symbolic expressions from one form to another.
Design
The Prism DICOM system is divided into three parts, DICOM common code, server-specific code, and clientspecific code. Each application built from these components will have the common code and either (or possibly both) of the server code and client code. The code follows a layered design. This means that each component relies on the ability to use other components at a high level of abstraction, without regard for the underlying implementation. In particular, the application code does not have to refer to any details of the DICOM Upper Layer protocol. The DUL code does not have to deal with the details of how network communication between programs (in general) is implemented. It just calls Common Lisp wrappers to standard network communication functions.
The core code implements a finite state machine, in which the system can be in any of a number of predefined states. As conditions change (messages arrive, results are stored, messages are sent), events are generated, which lead to other states via specified actions. The process of decoding messages into their constituent components is called parsing. Our DICOM system includes a general parser for the language we have invented, in which we express the DICOM protocol. A data dictionary is used by the parser to identify individual elements in the message stream, and a grammar is a formal set of rules describing how the data and other elements are organized and grouped together.
A DICOM implementation can be modularized by separating the application-specific details from the DUL implementation. We went further and made the parsing of data objects a data-driven process, resulting in an internal data structure that can accommodate any collection of the data objects in the data dictionary. In essence we made up a new language for specifying the structure and content of messages, and their sequencing. The code that implements this language is completely general. Thus DICOM is only one of many network application protocols that could be expressed in this language. This divides the problem of DICOM implementation into two parts: first, to implement the language interpreter, and second, to rewrite the DICOM protocol in this new language. Thus the implementation required writing a network support layer, an implementation of DUL, an implementation of the handling of data objects, and a Prism-specific file storage function. Each of these will be described in the following sections.
The network layer
The first version of a standard for interconnection of digital imaging systems, known as ACR-NEMA version 1 (ACR is the American College of Radiology, which was a co-sponsor with NEMA of the standardization project), proposed a new kind of point-to-point interconnection between computers, modeled on proprietary high speed parallel port interfaces available from some computer vendors. This required invention of software protocols for handling the generic task of getting arbitrary data packets reliably from one computer to another, in addition to the digital imaging specific protocols that described the application data and functions. This was later abandoned in favor of using existing world-wide standards for the interconnection hardware and general network software protocols. The DICOM standard is based on the ISO Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) model, in which the various concerns are separated, to enable interoperability of different kinds of computers and different operating systems. The OSI model is described in many fine books on modern networking concepts, such as [12] . In short, the problems of connection wires, signals, insuring error-free transmission, creating, and maintaining a logical path from a program on one computer to a program on another computer, are all relegated to a set of standards outside the scope of DICOM. The most common software scheme for this is TCP/IP (also described in [12] ); the hardware layers vary, including Ethernet, wireless connections, fiber optic, etc., but the idea of the layered approach is that the upper layers work with interchangeable lower layers and that the upper layer software can be designed without concern for solving the problems addressed by the lower layers.
The TCP/IP layer of the Prism DICOM code follows the standard designs for network client and server programs. A server program, when it runs, waits for an incoming connection request and provides services or functions requested by the remote program (the client). A client program is one that initiates a connection to a server, in order to provide the functions of the server to the user of the client program. These programs are generally written using the TCP/IP socket libraries provided for various operating systems. A socket is analogous to a file, in that a program opens a socket and performs read and write operations with it. However, the socket represents the input and output of a remote program that similarly has opened a socket for communication over the network. A server opens a ''passive'' socket, and several additional library procedures ready it to accept incoming connections. The server ''listens'' on a particular port, an abstraction that allows multiple server and client programs to maintain logically independent virtual connections through the same physical interface. A client program opens an active socket and specifies the remote entity to connect to by providing an IP address and a remote port number. The TCP/IP socket library functions internally take care of all the details of device drivers, breaking data streams into packets, routing the packets, insuring that the transmitted data are received and reassembled in the correct order, etc. In short, TCP makes each program see the other program as a device with an input and output stream, and neither program has to have any concern about how the data are actually moved from one program to the other. The socket model is well described in standard networking texts such as [12] .
The prism DICOM state machine
The DICOM Upper Layer Protocol (DUL) specifies how Application Entities (DICOM clients and servers) use DICOM messages to communicate, to negotiate with each other, and to provide the complex services needed. The DICOM communication primitives that carry messages, commands, and data are called Protocol Data Units or PDUs. The Prism DICOM code uses a finite state machine to implement the DICOM Upper Layer Protocol, parsing incoming PDUs, and generating outgoing PDUs using a production rule grammar.
We designed the state-machine and grammar rules to mirror closely the description published in the DICOM specification. These declarative representations and the underlying implementation are intended to be humanly understandable, self-documenting, and easily extensible. The rules document the PDU structures to the programmer wishing to extend our system to recognize additional data encodings (or commands, or message formats). The code also uses a data dictionary, which describes the representation of data in DICOM objects.
The standard defines the control structure or sequencing of actions via a state Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of the server design (above the TCP/IP layer). Packets are read until a complete PDU is received. The PDU is parsed using the parse rules, and the state table then determines the next action. An action may involve constructing and sending a PDU, which is also done using rules.
Our representation of the DUL control structure is a direct translation of the standardÕs state table (Table 9 -10 in Part 8 of the DICOM standard) into a Lisp data structure consisting of a list of entries, each entry mapping a state/event combination to an action-function/next-state combination. Our state-table representation serves both to document the control structure of our system to the programmer and as machine-readable data to drive the sequencer directly.
The table entry shown in Fig. 4 shows the information associated with the state labeled STATE-06. The table entry includes a descriptive comment, the string ''Assoc. established, ready for data transfer.'' For each event that may occur in this state, there is a list including the event label, the action function to invoke, and the next state. The symbols used, such as STATE-06, EVENT-09, etc., are arbitrary labels we chose to make the table easily human readable.
In some cases, the new state is the same as the original, and in others the new state is different. For example, in this state, the response to the signalling of EVENT-09, which is a request for data, is to invoke Fig. 3 . Prism DICOM state machine design. action function DT-01, which constructs and sends the appropriate data packet, and to transfer next to (actually to remain in) STATE-06, i.e., ready to send more data. On the other hand, the response to the signalling of EVENT-11, which is a request to release the communication arrangement, is to invoke action function AR-01, which is the action to release the association, followed by a change to STATE-07, ''Awaiting Associate-Release response.''
Where several events are grouped in parentheses (for example, the row containing EVENT-12A and EVENT-12B), the meaning is that any of the listed events signals the invocation of the indicated action function and state transition.
The next state is listed last in each row. A next state of nil means that the server exits the DUL interpreter loop, closes the TCP connection to that client, and listens for another connection request. For a client, it means that control will return to the application part of the client code, which can then take appropriate action on behalf of the user.
Parsing and generation of PDUs via grammar rules
The DICOM specification defines a grammar. A particular DICOM message stream can be treated as a sequence of tokens whose content and ordering conforms to this grammar. The vocabulary is defined by the data dictionary. The structure or sequencing of the tokens is expressed in rules, expressions that represent valid sequences of tokens.
We implement parsing of incoming PDU data streams and generation of outgoing PDU data streams via rules which define the elements that must be matched in an incoming stream or placed in an outgoing stream. The rules contain variable references, allowing the substitution of data values for named variables during the parsing and generation process.
The rules define an augmented context-free grammar. It is context-free in that the legality of a structure depends only on its form and not on the context in which it appears, and augmented in that rules can contain embedded function calls to test decoded data values for appropriateness. Context-free grammars are a formal way of defining the syntax of a language, including programming languages themselves [7] .
The elements of grammar rules are tokens (symbols naming constants or other rules) or expressions (an expression is a parenthesized list of tokens). Expressions can represent variables (data values that can be referred to by name in other rules), function calls (data values computed from simpler expressions), or operators (instructions to generate particular values, such as computing the length of the PDU currently being constructed).
As the system parses incoming PDUs it extends an environment which stores these variables and their values. The environment is accessible to any operation that needs values of data fields in the decoded PDUs. In Lisp terms, the environment is represented as a nested association list. That is, the entire environment is a list of components. Each component is a list headed by a keyword symbol naming the component, and the rest of the elements of the component are the values. Since a component contains a list of values, we can represent values of variable multiplicity simply by storing a variable number of elements in a componentÕs value list. Also, this structure is recursive in that a value in a component can itself be another component (that is, another list headed by a keyword symbol naming a field together with its list of values).
Functions which need to retrieve an atomic value (the ultimate number or string contained in a deeply embedded environment structure) can do so by supplying a list of field names (i.e., the keyword symbols naming each field) to a retrieval function that does a recursive search on each value found in a retrieved component, guided by the input list of component names. A partial specification results in return of the entire subtree matching the specification provided. For example, a message parsed from a P-DATA-TF PDU usually consists of a nested sequence of many data fields. This entire structure, parsed into the syntax tree that represents the environment, can be returned as a single value in an environmental lookup. This nested structure can be passed to other routines (such as a message transmission routine which is formatting a reply) so that all the internal data fields are available using the same small set of environmental accessor functions.
The system uses rules in the same format to describe the generation and structure of outgoing messages. Generation rules can contain references to the same variables as do the parse rules, providing a simple mechanism to echo received values on transmission (or to output values computed from previously received data). 
Parsing of DICOM upper layer protocol PDUs
For parsing, a rule describes conditions for matching the incoming byte-stream and the variable bindings to be added to the environment as a result of such matches.
The rule shown in Fig. 5 (for parsing the A-Associate-RQ PDU) would be used to parse the message shown in Fig. 1 . It illustrates several element types, including tags, constants, ignored fields, variables, recursive rule invocations, and optional items.
The symbol :A-Associate-RQ is a tag and is returned as the result of decoding this PDU. It also serves to name the rule, allowing rules to be looked up by name in the list of rules.
The hexadecimal value #x01 is a constant that must be matched by a single byte in the input stream. This value identifies the PDU as an A-Associate-RQ PDU.
The entries ¼ ignore-byte for a single byte and ( ¼ ignored-bytes 32) for a field of 32 bytes (and similar entries) indicate that the parser should account for byte field lengths but should otherwise ignore the content of those fields.
(>decode-var Called-AE-Title string 16 :Space-Pad) indicates that the data in the next 16 bytes should be interpreted as a character string, with space-padding stripped, and stored into a variable named Called-AE-Title.
:Application-Context-Item means that a rule by that name should be used recursively to parse the next sequence of bytes (that is, rules can use other rules recursively to define their own components).
(:Repeat (1 :No-Limit) :PresentationContext-Item) indicates an item that may appear one or more times in the input data stream. Which item is indicated by its tag, and the minimum and maximum number of allowable repeats (including a minimum of zero for optional items) is indicated by the limits (1 :No-Limit) (one to infinity in this case).
Since the rule interpreter for PDU parsing works recursively, components can contain other components (nested arbitrarily deeply). The rule for the outer component need simply refer to the name of the sub-rule (the keyword symbol used to look up the sub-rule in the ruleset stored as an association list). Variables in the environment can pass information between sub-rules as well as storing information obtained during parsing of an incoming transmission for use in formatting an outgoing reply.
As an example, the rule for an Abstract Syntax Item is shown in Fig. 6 . This item is contained within a Presentation Context Item which itself is contained within an A-Associate-Request PDU.
Parsing of the data using this sub-rule works exactly as described above. The additional concept illustrated here is that function calls can be embedded within rules. In the last expression, the (<lookup-var ASN-Len) term tells the parser that the length of the string to be decoded is obtained by calling the function <lookup-var with the variable ASN-Len as an input. The function <lookup-var is simply an environment accessor. The reason for this mechanism is that the rule cannot specify a constant length (as does the Called-AE-Title slot in the A-Associate-RQ PDU rule) because that length is unknown at the time the rule was written-it is determined at run-time from the message. Essentially, data parsed from one part of the message is used in decoding another part of the same message.
New kinds of messages can be supported by just adding rules and state table entries rather than adding to the code. Similarly, modifications to the DUL protocol can be accommodated by making the corresponding alterations in the rules and state table.
Parsing of commands and data
The parser for PDUs containing data uses the mechanism described above, including a language defined by the parser rules just described and implemented by a recursive-descent parser using these rules. One component of the P-Data-TF PDU is the ''message,'' that is, the combination of commands and/or data objects that are being communicated between DICOM entities. The PDU parser treats the message as a single entity which is stored in the environment as the value of the variable PDV-Message. To the PDU parser, this message is simply an uninterpreted stream of bytes. The DICOM Upper-Layer protocol specifies a header for each message encoding the length of the following data field and some flags indicating whether the data field is a command message or a data object (and additionally whether the data field contains the complete object or is a portion of a long data field that has been fragmented into multiple messages).
If the message is a command, our system gives the PDU parser pointers to the beginning and end (in the TCP data buffer) of the message. The ruleset contains rules for parsing commands using the same conventions and language as for parsing any other type of PDU.
If the message is a data object, however, the buffer (and begin/end pointers) are passed to a different parser. This parser is also data-driven, using the data dictionary to decode arbitrary data objects.
The data dictionary is a text file, containing Lisp expressions. It can be read by a human reader and can be written and extended by using a text editor. But it is also readable by the program, and functions as executable code, though in a new declarative language, not Lisp itself. Each entry in our version of the data dictionary is a list containing the tag, value representation, and name. This list maps data-object tags (both fields, group, and element numbers) to symbols naming the objectÕs data-type and a string describing the object. An excerpt from this table is shown in Fig. 7 . For example, ðð#x0020 : #x0032Þ DS \Image Position Patient"Þ is the entry for the item mentioned in Section 1, Image Position (Patient).
Value representations, such as DS, are defined in another table, also an association list. An excerpt from this table is shown in Fig. 8 .
This association list maps data types (identified by the first symbol in each sublist) to descriptive information (the string naming it, the second element) and information needed to parse objects of that type (the optional third and fourth elements). If these optional elements are present, they specify the Lisp data type of the object. The types and included information are:
• STRING-minimum and maximum length, whether and how the string is padded, Data types without optional elements (IT ÔÔItem in Sequence," ITDL ÔÔItem Delimiter," SQ ÔÔSe-quence of Items," and SQDL ÔÔSequence Delimiter") are used to delineate nested data objects. In such cases, the containing object is a ''Sequence of Items,'' whose end is marked by a ''Sequence Delimiter.'' Each element composing the sequence is an ''Item in Sequence'' with its end marked by an ''Item Delimiter.'' Thus an item in a sequence can itself consist of one or more sequences. Data objects can be nested to arbitrary depth in this manner, and our parser uses a simple recursive-descent algorithm to maintain the state of the parse as it accumulates the sub-elements and packages them into the containers.
The basic object-parsing algorithm is simple. All data objects are represented as a sequence of elements. Each element (whether it is the outermost container for a large data structure or the innermost scalar element of a Fig. 7 . An excerpt from the DICOM data dictionary table. larger structure) is represented by a three-component byte-field in the data stream. The first field is the Data Element Tag, an ordered pair of 16-bit unsigned integers, the Group and Element numbers. Indexing by this pair of numbers into the Group/Element-name association list gives the symbol naming the data type of the following data value. (It also yields the descriptive string useful for printing debugging messages and for dumping arbitrary data-objects.) The data type symbol then serves as an index into the data type association list, giving information needed to parse the data object (number byte-field lengths, string lengths and padding, etc.).
The second field for each element is ''Value Length,'' a fixed-length integer giving the byte-string length of the encoding of the value of the particular element. The third field is the ''Value Field,'' the string of bytes (of length given by ''Value Length'') holding the actual data. Our parser simply reads the appropriate number of bytes and interprets them according to the specifications for the given data type (numerical, string with or without padding, etc.).
For data objects whose value field contains a sequence, an alternative specification of ''Value Length'' is a special code for ''Undefined Length.'' In that case, the Value Field for that element contains a sequence of items, each represented by its own Tag-Length-Value structure. The parser decodes each element in turn, until detecting an element of type ''Sequence Delimiter.'' That is the indication that the ''Undefined Length'' field is now coming to an end.
The first element of any group of data objects (i.e., whenever the Group Number portion of the Element Tag increments) is an element giving the length of the entire group, encoded as a fixed-length integer. The value decoded from this element can be used to decode the rest of the elements in the group (i.e., it specifies the length in bytes of the entire group). This element is not strictly necessary, but having it simplifies the reconstruction of data objects whose representations have been fragmented into multiple P-DATA-TF PDUs (images are the prime example of this).
Generation of PDUs
Once we had a rule-based PDU parser and a tabledriven data-object parser, it was easy to add generation of PDUs (including the transmission of embedded data objects). We simply run the parsers ''backwards'' as instantiators. We created generation rules rather than using the same rules for both kinds of tasks because there were a few semantic differences in generating messages vs. parsing, which were most easily accommodated with slight variations in the rules. Fig. 9 shows the generation rule for the A-Associate-RQ PDU. It is a reflection of the corresponding rule for the parser, but instead of creating variables and values to add to the environment, the PDU is constructed from variables and values in the environment. This rule tells the generator to output a byte stream consisting of:
• one byte-the constant value 01 (hex), indicating the PDU type, • one byte-the constant value 00 (hex), • four bytes reserved as a place-holder where the length of the entire PDU will be inserted (we donÕt know that length until we finish generating the entire PDU, but space must be reserved at the beginning for it), • a fixnum contant of length 2 bytes encoding the value 0001 (hex), • a string of length 2 of repeated bytes, each with value 00 (hex), • the value of the variable ''Called-AE-Title'' (retrieved from the environment as described above), encoded as a string with padding by Space characters out to 16 bytes, • the value of the variable ''Calling-AE-Title,'' likewise encoded as a 16-byte Space-padded string, • a string of length 32 of repeated bytes, each with value 00 (hex), • an Application Context Item (here the generator calls itself recursively using the rule indexed by :Application-Context-Item and uses the environment to supply any needed variable bindings), • a Presentation Context Item, similarly generated by a recursive call, • finally, a User Information Item, similarly recursively generated. The ''-RQ'' in the keyword symbol names in Fig. 9 refers to rules for items specialized slightly for use inside the A-Associate-Request PDU. The rules might vary slightly for the same item used in other contexts, as in the A-Associate-Accept PDU.
Since the rule interpreter for PDU generation works recursively, just as for parsing, generated components can contain other components (nested arbitrarily deeply). The rule for the outer component simply refers to the name of the sub-rule (the keyword symbol used to look up the sub-rule in the ruleset stored as an association list). As for parsing, variables in the environment can pass information between sub-rules, and lookup functions can be used to obtain information for use in formatting an outgoing message.
Image server design
The Prism DICOM Server (PDS) functions as a DI-COM Application Entity (AE). PDS currently provides the C-ECHO (verification) and C-STORE operations. A variety of transverse image types are supported. The server is started at boot time and can also be run manually. It normally runs unattended as a detached process. Some of the special features of the server include:
• automatic matching of patient name and hospital ID with the corresponding entry in the Prism data file system. This feature means the server puts the incoming images in the Prism database under the corresponding patient, rather than requiring a manual intervention either to move files or to identify the files in some user-intensive fashion, • automatic match of study/series/image by UID, allowing the operator at the sending end to send replacement images, sets of images, and new studies, without causing problems of mixup, • writing images for unidentified patients in a special directory (so they are preserved and files can be renamed after manual name-matching-although we have found it much easier just to correct the name in the Prism database and then request the client to resend the images), • writing DICOM RTPlan structure sets in a special directory, identified by generated keys. So far the interface in Prism for matching names to patient case files for structure sets is purely manual. The application layer software for the server implements a connection acceptance policy via a configurable set of parameters which define IP addresses from which connections will be accepted (plus a ''promiscuous'' mode which accepts any connection, for testing purposes-this is sometimes necessary to learn the configuration parameters of a client the first time we set up service for it). Included in this connection-acceptance policy is a mechanism for declaring that output go to particular destinations dependent upon the IP address or AE Title of the client. This enables clients to target images to be stored in particular file system directories, i.e., to distinguish between clinical and research image sets, by sending to a target identified by a different AE Title.
Image data types supported
The data dictionary includes all the items defined in the DICOM standard, for both simple and composite objects. The server can therefore parse any data that is sent to it in conjunction with a C-STORE message. The result is a collection of structured objects in the server environment, as described above. What distinguishes the serverÕs ability to handle different types of images and sets of images is therefore the kind of data that can be stored in the Prism RTP system files. The Prism file system can accommodate at present only sets of transverse images that share an axial alignment, in that the images taken together will form a volume image data set. However the server code does not make any requirements. It only checks to see that certain attributes identify the images as transverse images, not overlaid with other data.
Our Conformance Statement [9] details exactly what our system implements (which SOP classes, how it responds to various errors and various other situations, etc). In summary, the SOP service classes we implement are:
• Echo-Verification-Service- 
Storage of the received data
In order to implement the C-STORE function, the server must accumulate data in the environment until it reaches the end of the C-STORE message (usually a sequence of PDUs). At that point the environment contains one or more images and associated data. All the data written out are in a Prism proprietary file format, for ease of use with the Prism system, rather than in the format of DICOMÕs media exchange files, described in Part 10 of the DICOM standard. They are collected into a Prism image set object instance and written to the Prism image database using existing Prism file input and output functions. This last step is the only part of the server that has Prism-specific code.
The Prism file system stores data about images, patient anatomy, radiotherapy plans, and other information in a text-based format using keyword-value pairs. Each Prism object is an instance of a class in the Common Lisp Object System. Each data item is a value for a slot in the class. The keywords are the slot names, and the values are either simple data readable by the Common Lisp read function, instances of other Prism objects, lists of Prism objects, or large binary arrays such as image arrays. The binary arrays are in separate files from the text descriptions. Thus the issue of parsing ''header'' files in more conventional data stores is entirely avoided. An excerpt from an image description data file is shown in Fig. 10 . For the pixel data slot, the file contains sufficient information for a binary-array-reading function to read in the relevant binary file and to construct a Common Lisp array data type from it.
In the server, there is a function that selects from the environment the data elements defined by DICOM that correspond to the required elements in the Prism image object definition. The data contained in Prism image objects are a subset of the data provided by a DICOM image source. So, for example, DICOM element (0018, 0050) is the source for the Prism image slot thickness, and element (7FE0, 0010) is one of the sources for the pixels slot, along with elements (0028, 0010), the number of rows in the image, and (0028, 0011), the number of columns. Some slots in the Prism image class are computed from several DICOM elements. An example is the size slot, which is computed from the rows, columns and (0028, 0030) (pixel spacing) elements. Some Prism slots are generated by the server, not derived from the transmitted data, for example, the Prism x-orient slot is always set to the vector #(1.0 0.0 0.0), since only transverse images are stored (and similarly for yorient).
PDS uses modules from the Prism system for reading and writing data in the Prism file system and for creating Prism image data objects. These functions translate Prism class instances into text data in the format of Fig. 10 , and vice versa. So the only new code we had to write for the server was to construct image instances from DICOM elements.
Radiotherapy client design
The DICOM protocol has recently been extended to incorporate data used to specify radiation therapy treatments as well, in view of the fact that modern radiation therapy machines are computer-controlled devices. This extension, called DICOM-RT, facilitates the process of planning, delivering, and recording radiation treatments. It is expected to reduce or even eliminate transcription errors in transferring information from a radiation therapy planning computer to a computer controlled treatment machine. New radiation treatment techniques such as Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) [13] are impossible to set up by manual data entry, so for these cases, a data transfer facility like DICOM-RT is essential to the operation. The DICOM-RT additions were first described in Supplement 11 of the standard, then later incorporated as additions to the appropriate sections of the main standard documents.
Because the server design puts details into rules and a state table, rather than hard-coding them, it can easily be adapted to add other functions and support for additional objects such as radiotherapy plans. This same approach was taken in the design of the DICOM-RT client code, to send radiotherapy treatment plan data to the treatment machines. The same common code used in the image server is reused in the DICOM-RT client, since it is not server-specific. The serve-specific code is not needed for this client application.
The DICOM-RT client follows the standard design of a connection-oriented, single-threaded TCP/IP client [12] . The Prism program includes a control panel that provides a user interface to the DICOM-RT client subsystem. The user picks the plan data that is to be sent, and the data are passed to the DICOM core code to be packaged into a message according to the DICOM Upper Layer Protocol. The client requests a connection to the radiotherapy machine computer (a server program is listening there for incoming C-STORE requests), then it transfers the data and returns control to the Prism application code when done.
The input driver for the client (called Prism DICOM-RT, or PDR) formats complete treatment plans as generated in Prism into a data object and transmits that data to a DICOM server on our linear accelerators. In implementing DICOM-RT, transmitting data according to the protocol was straightforward.
The more difficult issues arise in the area of system integration, because the same prescription information must be represented in three different ways: in Prism, in DICOM-RT, and in the accelerator. Some of the differences are relatively simple ones involving, for example, the numbering of the collimator leaves or the coordinate system for collimator leaf motion. Others involve more complex organizational matters. For example, in Prism a prescription is simply a set of beams, where the description of each beam is complete and selfcontained. In DICOM-RT a prescription is a set of partial beam descriptions and also a set of ''fraction groups,'' where each fraction group contains some (not necessarily all) of the beams and conveys the number of treatment days and the daily dose for each beam in that group (an index number associates each beam in a fraction group with corresponding beam data elsewhere). In the accelerator a prescription is organized in a hierarchical (tree-like) structure including treatment sites, treatment phases, and fraction groups. The DI-COM-RT representation is determined by the DICOM standard, the transformation from the DICOM-RT representation to the accelerator representation is determined by the accelerator software, and the transformation from Prism to DICOM-RT is determined by us. We had to acquire a thorough understanding of all three representations and both transformations in order to ensure that every prescription is transmitted correctly through the entire communication path, is reconstituted at the accelerator end in a form that is intelligible to us, and can be readily verified against the original prescription in Prism.
Results
We wrote the Prism DICOM Server (PDS) initially to receive and store CT images from the sources which we used routinely for our patients, but we also used it to receive CT data from experimental sources as well, so it was used with a variety of CT scanner models. The server is started up on a designated computer when the computer starts and runs unattended, sometimes for weeks or months on end.
We constructed the DICOM-RT client for Prism as a part of our clinical implementation of IMRT treatments. The DICOM-RT client is integrated into the regular Prism user interface, enabling us to send RT plan data to our computer controlled linear accelerators. 3 After some years of use of the server we added the capability to store DICOM-RT structure sets. The DI-COM-RT structure set storage implementation required only the addition of one function to the existing server, to write out the received data in the appropriate format for the Prism Radiotherapy Treatment Planning System. Just as for writing images, this largely consisted of reusing existing Prism code for writing structure sets to files.
Size of the programs
The source code is divided into a set of files common to both the client and server applications, a set of additional files used exclusively by the server, and another set used exclusively by clients. The common code consists of 2700 lines of Common Lisp. The data dictionary, rules, and state table account for another 3503 lines of Lisp expressions (in Lisp, code and data have the same form). This line count includes comments and blank space that make the code and data easily human-readable. Because the data dictionary is complete, the parser should be able to handle any data object defined by DICOM.
The additional code to implement the server is 3291 lines of code, of which 1930 is general and 1361 is specific to the Prism RTP system, implementing the Prism image storage file format. The total of about 9500 lines of code, for the common part and the server part together, includes about 2500 lines of comments, about half of which are revision history.
The DICOM-RT client adds only 823 lines of code to the common base, none of which is Prism-specific. We added 2947 lines of code to Prism itself, to implement transmission of complex (IMRT) plans directly to the Elekta accelerators in use at the UW. Much of this code is devoted to implementing an easy-to-use control panel for the radiation therapist to operate the facility. Another substantial part implements the specific constraints that are imposed on plan parameters by the Elekta machine designs (minimum separations between leaf collimator elements, etc.). Very little concerns DI-COM itself.
Testing and implementation experience
The Prism DICOM Image Server system began clinical operation in December 1999. It has been thoroughly tested with different types of image sources from different vendors (CT images from scanners manufactured by GE, Philips, Picker, and Elscint; MR images from GE; and other image sources such as the OmniPro workstation and the Philips/Marconi VoxelQ workstation). The DICOM-RT client program has been tested with the Elekta SL20 accelerator control system. The DI-COM-RT structure set storage has been tested with client software from GE and Philips/Marconi, but not used extensively yet, so we do not include any further details on that component.
Early in the testing and use of the image storage server we found that interoperability with other DICOM implementations, such as CTN, could give confidence of progress, but it was no assurance that our implementation complied with the DICOM specification.
Included in our implementation is a toolkit of logging and debugging functions. These were designed primarily for system development, for writing traces of the parsing process, and for dumping data objects when implementing new SOP classes. However, we left the full functionality in the production software, controllable by a variable which sets a ''logging level.'' Normally the logging level is set low, to show only macro characteristics like incoming connection establishment, patient identification, and number of images stored. However, it is designed so that upon detecting any error the logging level increases automatically, giving a greatly increased level of detail for erroneous situations. And when testing connections with new software by other vendors, we can run the entire process at higher logging levels as necessary to accumulate information useful in diagnosing problems.
Experience with the image storage server
In the course of testing and use with other DICOM applications, we discovered several kinds of errors in our code, rules and dictionary. They include: omissions (cases we did not anticipate occurring, which the server did not handle as intended), misinterpretation of the specification itself, unusual behavior of some of the other DICOM applications with which our server interacted, and difficulty implementing one element of the DICOM Upper Layer Protocol, the buffering of large data elements in multiple P-DATA-TF PDUs. Here we briefly describe these.
Some time after the image storage server began regular use, we were receiving CT images that did not conform to the sizes we expected (normally 512 Â 512 pixels, square). It turns out that the scanner sending them was mixing scanned reference images (called ''Scout'' images in the GE CT scanner) with CT Axial images. By logging test transmissions we discovered that data element 0008:0008 (Image Type) encodes the information we needed to disambiguate: the Prismspecific code was modified to ignore any images that did not include the ''AXIAL'' identifier in this data element.
Error logs from the object parser indicated that we were receiving data with elements not contained in our data dictionary-specifically elements 0040:0244, 0040:0245, 0040:0253, and 0040:0254. These and a number of others were added after our copy of the dictionary was created. At the time we did not have documentation that identified what they were, but simply by adding stub entries to our data dictionary (i.e., entries for each of these tags, declaring the data to be of type ''LT''-arbitrary byte streams of ''Long Text'') we were able to preserve operation of the parser without modifying any code.
One assumption we made initially was that clients and servers would identify themselves with a fixed name as AE-Title but that the particular choice of name did not matter. Various clients with which we worked had become configured to use different Called-AE-Titles (the entity title for our server) simply due to a lack of consistency in setting up the configurations. The generation rule for our serverÕs A-Associate-AC PDU (the response to a clientÕs A-Associate-RQ) sent back a fixed constant string. At some point we became aware that some clients that addressed our server using a particular name in their A-Associate-RQ expected our server to echo that same name in the responding A-Associate-AC. When our serverÕs fixed Called-AE-Title did not match the Called-AE-Title the client was sending, the client would abort the connection. On inspecting the DICOM specification, we determined that this was the prescribed behavior, i.e., the A-Associate-AC message is expected to have the same Called-AE-Title that was specified in the the A-Associate-RQ. This is the only place in the DICOM specification where any identification control is specified. Several implementations had tolerated the errant behavior of our server until this point. The solution was to modify the generation rule for the A-Associate-AC PDU to echo the Called-AE-Title parsed from the incoming A-Associate-RQ PDU rather than sending back a fixed string. All that was required to implement this change was a single-line edit to the AAssociate-AC generation rule.
The structure of the P-DATA-TF PDU presents serious and unnecessary implementation challenges. It is possible that long messages (data) can be sent in multiple PDUs. Rather than rely on the packet fragmentation and buffering mechanisms already defined in the TCP/IP protocols (at the network level), DICOM reimplements this entire process at the application level. This appears to be a holdover from the first version of the ACR-NEMA standard, the predecessor of DICOM. In this first attempt at a network protocol for image data transfer, the ACR-NEMA committee designed an entire protocol stack, which only supported point-topoint transmissions, with no routing, and which included a new and complex hardware and data link layer, as well as a scheme for packetizing large messages such as CT images. This last remained in ACR-NEMA version 2, and DICOM, even though it was completely unnecessary once the design relied on TCP/IP for endto-end communication.
The breaking of large objects into multiple PDUs considerably complicated the process of parsing messages. One could not simply read from the TCP stream until the complete object was received. Successive PDUs had to be decoded and their data fragments merged with the already received partial data. While we first encountered this when we implemented our server for receiving CT images, since a CT image was the only data object large enough to require fragmentation, we went through this process again on the transmitting side, when we implemented our client for sending RT plans from Prism to the DICOM server in our linacs. For radiation therapy plans with many treatment fields, the size of the message can easily exceed the typical buffer size negotiated between DICOM entities. The difficulty arises because the protocol mixes the buffering process together with the content structure.
In the process of testing the DICOM-RT structure set storage capability with a diagnostic imaging workstation, 4 we found that the server would accept an association request, but then the client would abort the connection. We provided a log of the message exchange to the Marconi engineers, but they did not identify any problem with it, and instead insisted on us performing an interoperability test with a well known and popular DICOM test implementation, the AGFA DICOM Validation Tool. 5 They informed us that the VoxelQ implementation had no logging facilities with which to check and match the contents of our logs, or to explain the behavior of the VoxelQ. After some time, one of the engineers noticed a subtle error in the packet that the Prism server sent. A UID string was being padded with null bytes, where the specification required no padding for this class of string data. To fix this, we only had to change one element in each of the two rules that generate UID strings, from the term :null-pad to :nopad. This error came from a misunderstanding of the discussion in the DICOM specification about padding of strings.
We then discovered that the VoxelQ workstation DICOM software was null-padding another type of data string that the specification requires to be space-padded. This error has been silently tolerated by every other DICOM server with which the VoxelQ had been tested, including the AGFA software. It was not possible for the developers to quickly modify the VoxelQ software, so we had to make the Prism software tolerate this error.
Again all that was needed was a similar modification to a parsing rule, to allow either :space-pad or :nullpad, instead of only :space-pad.
The Prism storage code initially obtained the Prism origin attribute (which locates the image in the Z direction) from element (0020, 1041) (Slice Location), with the assumption that the patient coordinate system is centered in the image array. This worked well as long as the CT scanner operator did not perform any image displacement operations. However, when variations of patient position were used, the images would appear displaced in the Prism displays. We revised this to compute all the Prism origin coordinates from element (0020, 0032) (Image Position Patient) and to account for any image reorientation the operator may have done, by detecting and using element (0018, 5100), which indicates the patientÕs orientation on the couch. Another advantage of using element (0020, 0032) is that it is mandatory, while (0020, 1041) is optional.
Experience with the DICOM-RT client implementation
The DICOM-RT client component first successfully transferred a plan to a radiation treatment machine in May, 2002. In the course of testing we worked closely with engineers from the manufacturer of our radiation treatment machines, and we utilized a test site in England which could act as a virtual radiation treatment machine in providing DICOM-RT plan storage for use with client software. The difficulties were mainly those of resolving the relationships between the three different representations of a radiotherapy prescription, mentioned above. One difficulty, the handling of ''dose monitoring points,'' remains to be resolved before this facility will be used in a production environment. This is an operational question concerning the sequence of steps in treatment planning and delivery, not a network protocol implementation issue.
There are often several similar prescriptions for the same patient. Therefore we must devote as much care to transmitting and presenting the identifying information (patient names and IDs, plan names and timestamps, beam names) as we do to the numerical parameters (leaf positions, etc.). For each transmission attempt, the planning system produces a (printable) chart that shows all the identifying information and numerical information in a format that is easy to compare to the accelerator display. Clinic staff can use this chart to confirm that they are setting up the intended prescription and that the prescription has been transmitted correctly. The planning system also writes a log file for each transmission attempt, identifying the prescription in the planning system and recording the success (or otherwise) of the transmission attempt. Technical staff can use this log for monitoring and troubleshooting.
It is possible that a transmission attempt may fail. The transmission itself may fail due to network problems, or the accelerator may reject the prescription. In both cases, the DICOM-RT software in the planning system receives a (numeric) error code (instead of the usual success code). After each transmission attempt, the planning software displays a panel indicating the success (or otherwise) of the transmission to the user. The panel displays both the numeric code and a descriptive English phrase.
The accelerator software rejects prescriptions which normally would be considered valid by the planning system and are compliant with the DICOM-RT protocol, when the prescriptions violate constraints which are specific to that model of accelerator. For example, the accelerator rejects prescriptions where opposite leaves are separated by less than 5 mm. To minimize usersÕ inconvenience and frustration, we encoded all known constraints of this type in the planning system. This code executes when a user selects a beam for transmission. If any constraints are violated, it omits that beam from the data set to be transmitted and displays a message explaining why. This gives the user the opportunity to cancel the transmission and revise the prescription in the planning system to make it acceptable to the accelerator.
The accelerator constraints contributed difficulties. The accelerator manufacturer documented most of them, but there were a few undocumented, unobvious constraints. We stumbled across some these after several months of apparently trouble-free operation. There are only a few error codes devoted to this so they do not completely identify the nature of the constraint. We had to consult with the accelerator manufacturer to learn of these constraints and to determine how to handle them.
Performance
Typical CT studies for radiation therapy planning are 150-250 images (512 Â 512, 16 bits per pixel). It is rare to send more than a few image sets per day for radiotherapy planning, so performance is not the highest priority in our design. Nevertheless, in terms of clock time that the user perceives, we observed that the Prism DICOM server performed comparably to others in use at the Radiation Oncology Department, including both research programs such as CTN, and commercial products such as the General Electric (GE) Advantage Workstation. In some cases the Prism server completed its work more quickly than storage of the same image set in our Picture Archiving and Communications System (PACS), and in other cases the Prism server took about twice the time of the others, typically a few minutes for a complete image set.
We noticed by examining our log files that the GE CT scanner workstation showed very different behavior when sending an entire study of several hundred images and when sending selected images from a study. In the former case, all the images were sent in a single transaction (association). In the latter, the GE workstation sent each image in a separate transaction or association, thus incurring significant extra overhead. Typical timings are: when using a single association for an entire set, 0.9 s/image and for a separate association per image, 2.2 s/image.
Also from our log files, we were able to determine from time stamps in transmitting data to the radiotherapy machines from the Prism DICOM-RT client, that most of the elapsed time was consumed by the radiotherapy machine server software. Typical timings are 2-10 s for transmission of the plan by our client, followed by 30-60 s waiting for the response from the server.
Discussion and conclusions
The code described here is an entirely new implementation of the DICOM protocol, directly from the specification. It does not use any existing libraries, and it is not based on or derived from previous implementations. We verified our implementation against the specification itself, in addition to testing it for consistency with other implementations. This was facilitated by the design, which separates the encoding of the tables and formal structures defined in the DICOM standard from the application of arbitrary encodings to actual communication.
Coverage to date
The current code includes the complete upper layer protocol, the complete data dictionary, and support for storage of a few image classes and the DICOM-RT structure set class. The server will successfully decode any object that is sent, but the information will only be written to a log file, since there is no storage format in the Prism system for many of these additional object types. The only operations supported are C-STORE and C-ECHO as SCP. The DICOM-RT client can send complete radiotherapy plans to the Elekta radiation treatment machines, implementing C-STORE and C-ECHO as SCU rather than as SCP.
Comparison of lines of code with CTN
In CTN version 2.10.1, we did line counts in the facilities directory to get a simple size comparison with our implementation. We found the following approximate line counts, including both header and code files:
• for general support code (the dicom, lst, sequences, and utility subdirectories), a total of 5734 lines, • for the data dictionary and related information (from the objects, uid, and info_entity subdirectories), a total of 14,474 lines, • for the DUL implementation (from the dulprotocol subdirectory), a total of 11,316 lines. Thus the total of the core CTN code comprises about 31,524 lines of code, not including any part that comprises an actual server or client implementation. The corresponding total for our implementation is (from above) 6203 lines of code (counting the data dictionary and rules as ''code''). The difference is not in the percentage of comment lines, nor in any extravagance of design in CTN. The CTN code appears to be well written and follows standard style for C/C++ programming. There are certain things that are just more easily and simply done in Lisp than in C, and the rest of the difference is, we believe, in the use of a simpler and more general design as described in this report. As an example of the former, the CTN code makes extensive use of linked lists, and 800 lines of code are used to implement a linked list facility (in the lst subdirectory) that will handle the CTN DICOM data structures. In Lisp this is built into the language and need not be specialized to any particular data structures. With regard to the latter, the declarative style provides significantly more simple ways to express the structure of messages (no need for structured type declarations, nor code to put values in slots), and no need for explicit conditionals or branching to handle specific cases, or the state transitions, just a simple table translated directly from the specification.
Ease of maintenance and update
Having a full development-mode logging and debugging environment available even in production operation, when its usage is not planned, has saved considerable time when problems, though unanticipated, nevertheless have arisen. The presence of this facility has no impact on normal operation, and it does not affect the speed at which the server or client applications can operate. It strongly affects the speed with which we can identify and correct problems. It was surprising to us that none of the commercial DI-COM libraries or application products we worked with have any logging facilities. Their error reporting facilities are very minimal, certainly not any help in identifying any problems other than configuration problems.
The rules in the Prism DICOM implementation were obtained by directly transcribing the figures in Part 8 of the DICOM standard into our new protocol language. The fact that we can expand our softwareÕs functionality (defining new data objects as they are added to the DICOM standard or implementing new rules as we expand our softwareÕs functionality) simply by modifying the tables upon which the parsers work (with no change to our procedural code at all) greatly simplifies maintenance and future expandability.
What we discovered about DICOM itself
We found no inconsistencies in the DICOM specification, and although it is often obscure and arcane, the prose description and tables did in every case provide enough information to decide what we needed and what to do with it. The specification is encyclopedic. It does not provide any guidance about which of the many related data elements is the best to use for any given application. It is very important to be familiar with the context, i.e., what do radiologists, radiation oncologists, and other related medical staff do with the data. Seemingly equivalent data elements may not at all behave the same or represent the same semantics.
The DICOM specification did not, until recently, address security or encryption, although it does include details about methods of image compression. Even with the recent adoption of Part 15, many questions are left up to the implementation. A question we had to address early on was: what is the appropriate response to clients that request connections from unknown IP addresses? How much tolerance should an application provide for matching of Application Entity titles? We found variations on both of these. We decided to make IP address checking configurable, so that our server could be set to accept TCP/IP connections only from known source IP addresses, and initially we required AE titles to match exactly. We log connection requests that are rejected so that we can document possible break-in attempts or other problems. We logged no incidents of break-in attempts, but we did get some transmissions of images for unknown patients from known sources. They were stored in the temporary repository as described above, and later discarded by hand, after verifying that the data were simply sent to the wrong destination. We also logged some port scans done by University of Washington network security staff.
One vendor has implemented their DICOM-RT storage server so that it is even more restrictive. It requires that different IP addresses must have distinct AE titles. This makes it difficult to install a DICOM-RT client in a clustered computer environment and just use any computer in the cluster to send data. We are looking at schemes by which our DICOM-RT client can generate a unique AE title based on the IP address on which it is currently running, in order to solve this problem. We do not believe this restriction adds security, but the vendor has committed to it.
It was unfortunate that the ACR-NEMA committee did not separate the data buffering problem from the definition of messages (PDUs are sometimes complete messages and sometimes message fragments). This is the most significant design flaw in DICOM. It would clean up the design considerably for the standard to remove this. However, it is most likely that existing implementations will undergo a major rewrite to accommodate such a change. There is no obvious way to make this backward compatible. Our design goes to some length to minimize the impact of the buffering scheme, and it would not be difficult to strip it out. The original 50 pin wiring scheme was motivated by a desire for higher bandwidth than 10 Megabit ethernet could provide, but in practice this judgement call turned out to be wrong. Presumably if the ACR-NEMA committee had skipped version 1 entirely and relied on already well-established world-wide network protocols and hardware, the buffering scheme would not have been included.
Consistency with other implementations
In addition to verification by inspection, we tested our implementation with others, sending and receiving data both locally and long distance (some test nodes were located as far away from Seattle as England and Israel). We discovered errors in our own implementation and also errors in some of the other implementations.
Moreover we found that many implementations are tolerant of violations of the DICOM specification. The CTN code was never intended to be a validation test suite. Even implementations intended to function as validation tests, such as the AGFA test suite mentioned earlier, cannot be relied on for this purpose. We found errors in our code that were tolerated by some commercial implementations. We also found at least one commercial implementation with an encoding error that has apparently been tolerated by many other implementations for many years, including the AGFA software.
Discussion of performance issues
Several questions about performance may be addressed by our experience. First, is our implementation significantly different in performance from the more conventional implementations? Although we have not done precise timing measurements, the qualitative answer is ''no.'' It is believed that interpreted languages perform significantly worse than compiled ones, so this observation bears some explanation. In fact, our implementation is compiled, at two levels. The Common Lisp code itself, including the data expressions, is compiled by our Common Lisp system when we build the server. Although Lisp has had a reputation for slow runtime performance, modern Common Lisp compilers are in reality able to generate very fast code, for both numerical and non-numerical applications. GatÕs study [14] showed that Common Lisp and Scheme programs implementing the same algorithms usually outperformed the corresponding C/C++ programs. Further, our core DICOM implementation actually compiles the rules and tables into a more efficient internal form at startup time, gaining even more efficiency. So, neither the choice of Lisp nor the rule-based representation should be expected to degrade performance.
Can this implementation be used in a high volume area? We do not know, but the behavior of the GE workstation in sending image subsets suggests that this is an issue to be addressed at the application layer rather than the protocol layer. There is no intrinsic reason that a subset of images has to be sent with a separate association for each. The DICOM protocol includes enough identification with each image to enable them all to be sent on a single association.
Finally, is DICOM inherently inefficient? In our analysis, it appears to have relatively little redundancy, and the transmission of data in binary form eliminates the need to translate between a text representation of image bytes (e.g., if images are represented in hexadecimal notation, where each byte requires two characters, doubling the size of the data) and an internal binary form. The DICOM tags add very little to the data stream. One possible efficiency would be to use implicit VR always, and to fix the order of data in the stream, so that tags would not be needed. This would be unreasonably rigid for most applications, and would be a step backwards towards the cumbersome proprietary magnetic tape formats that were formerly used.
Conclusions
The effort to produce our own server has resulted in a new design, which recasts DICOM as a declarative language for specifying messages and data, with the server and client code essentially being interpreters for this language. The availability of this alternate view should help programmers who wish to understand and implement DICOM applications.
An important recommendation for developers and maintainers of DICOM applications and libraries is to include logging facilities in future releases or new products. It will, in our experience, materially save time and expense in dealing with interoperability issues. Interoperability with so-called validation suites cannot be substituted for thorough verification by reading oneÕs own code and checking directly with the specification. Logging helps identify where the source of the problem may be, and can be helpful in avoiding unnecessary review of your own code, when it demonstrates clearly a problem on the other end. Similarly, it saved us a lot of time when the error was in our software.
We believe our declarative language design is sufficiently general that it could be adapted to implement other network application protocols such as Health Level 7 (HL7) [15] . Further, as the details of the HL7 encoding schemes are evolving, as well as the presentation layer, our implementation may provide some insight into alternate approaches for further evolution of HL7. We are considering experiments in this direction for future work.
The current version uses some proprietary features of Allegro Common Lisp, from Franz, but could be adapted to run in other Common Lisp environments. There is no system dependency; the server and client code (and all of the Prism system) have been run with unchanged source code on HP-UX, SGI IRIX, Linux, and other Unix environments. The entire code and technical reports are available at the University of Washington Radiation Oncology Department anonymous ftp site,ftp://ftp.radonc.washington. edu/pub/dicom/.
